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Abstract

Virus‐like particles (VLPs) are an emerging biopharmaceutical modality with great

potential as a platform technology. VLPs can be applied as gene therapy vectors and

prophylactic or therapeutic vaccines. For non‐enveloped VLPs, recombinant pro-

duction of the protein subunits leads to intracellular self‐assembly. The subsequent

purification process includes VLP dis‐ and reassembly which aim at removing en-

capsulated impurities and improving particle properties. Filtration‐based separation

and processing has proven successful for VLPs but requires large product quantities

and laborious experiments in early development stages. Both challenges can be

tackled by implementation of process analytical technology (PAT) to efficiently ob-

tain extensive process information. In this study, an existing PAT setup was ex-

tended to comprehensively monitor the diafiltration‐based disassembly of hepatitis

B core antigen (HBcAg) VLPs. Process‐related signals were monitored in‐line, while

product‐related signals, such as ultraviolet light (UV) spectra as well as static and

dynamic light scattering (SLS and DLS), were monitored on‐line. The applicability of

the sensors for disassembly monitoring was evaluated under varying processing

conditions. HBcAg VLP subunit concentrations were accurately predicted based on

UV data using ordinary and partial least squares regression models (Q2 from 0.909 to

0.976). DLS data were used for aggregation monitoring while the SLS intensity

qualitatively reflected the disassembly progress.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Virus‐like particles (VLPs) are particulate assemblies of viral subunit

proteins that lack the viral genome. This makes VLPs non‐infectious

and thus versatile biopharmaceuticals. VLPs usually resemble their

originating virus and can therefore be applied as vaccines against the

native virus. Among these, vaccines against hepatitis B (for instance,

Recombivax HB by Merck & Co, Inc or Engerix‐B by GlaxoSmithKline

Biologicals), human papillomavirus (for instance, Gardasil by Merck &

Co, Inc or Cervarix by GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals), or hepatitis E

(Hecolin by Xiamen Innovax Biotech) are approved for human use.

So‐called chimeric VLPs contain a foreign peptide or epitope which is

inserted into or fused to the protein subunit. Multiple chimeric VLP

vaccine candidates were developed against infectious diseases such

as malaria (Kingston et al., 2019; Rutgers et al., 1988), influenza A

(Neirynck et al., 1999), coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) (Chu

et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Zha et al., 2021), or

choriomeningitis (Sedlik et al., 1997). The malaria vaccine RTS,S/

AS01 (Chandramohan et al., 2021) is approved as Mosquirix by

GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals and was recently recommended by the

WHO (World Health Organization, 2021) for children living in

countries with a certain malaria transmission. Furthermore, chimeric

VLPs are potential prophylactic or therapeutic vaccines against var-

ious cancers (Kaufmann et al., 2007; Klamp et al., 2011; Palladini

et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2007). VLPs and chimeric VLPs are also

applied as nanocarrier for therapeutic cargo such as nucleic acids,

proteins, or chemical drugs (Ashley et al., 2011; Cerqueira

et al., 2017; Hartzell et al., 2020; Petrovskis et al., 2021; Shan

et al., 2018).

The spontaneous self‐assembly of subunits into VLPs in the host

cell (in vivo) may lead to malformed VLPs (Roldão et al., 2012) or

encapsulated impurities (Mohsen et al., 2018; Strods et al., 2015;

Vicente et al., 2011). The disassembly of these in vivo‐assembled

VLPs into subunits and the following reassembly have been shown to

improve their homogeneity, stability, and immunogenicity (Zhao,

Allen, et al., 2012; Zhao, Modis, et al., 2012). While dis‐ and re-

assembly are beneficial regarding the purity and structure of the

VLPs, it also enables packaging of therapeutic cargo (Ashley

et al., 2011; Cerqueira et al., 2017; Petrovskis et al., 2021; Shan

et al., 2018). VLP disassembly is usually performed by changing the

liquid phase conditions, namely pH, ionic strength, and the con-

centration of chaotropic or reducing agents (Ashley et al., 2011;

Carreira et al., 2004; Hillebrandt et al., 2021; McCarthy et al., 1998).

The change of the liquid phase conditions can be performed by

dialysis at laboratory scale (Holmes et al., 2015; Strods et al., 2015)

but at a larger scale more efficient processing by diafiltration (Phillips

& Signs, 2004) is desirable. Cross‐flow filtration (CFF), also known as

tangential flow filtration (TFF), has proven as suitable downstream

processing operation for virus and VLP processing (Carvalho

et al., 2019; Grzenia et al., 2008; Hillebrandt et al., 2020; Kalbfuss

et al., 2007; Liew et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2015; Moleirinho et al., 2018;

Negrete et al., 2014; Peixoto et al., 2007; Wickramasinghe

et al., 2005). Therefore, we recently implemented a diafiltration‐

based VLP disassembly process step that showed additional pur-

ification capabilities (Hillebrandt et al., 2021).

The efficiency and duration of the disassembly reaction mainly

depend on the liquid phase conditions (Ausar et al., 2006; Hillebrandt

et al., 2021; Mach et al., 2006; Mellado et al., 2009). Changes in the

amino acid sequence, such as for chimeric variants, have also been

shown to influence the VLP disassembly (Carreira et al., 2004;

Hillebrandt et al., 2021; Schumacher et al., 2018). Furthermore, it is

presumed that the encapsulation of nucleic acids impacts the stability

of certain VLPs (Porterfield et al., 2010; van Rosmalen et al., 2018;

Yuan & Parrish, 2001). Variations in the impurity profile, namely the

nucleic acid content, can therefore affect the disassembly

performance.

In the development and manufacturing stage of (bio‐) pharma-

ceuticals, process analytical technology (PAT) is a valuable tool to

obtain process knowledge or facilitate process control through

monitoring to ultimately ensure a high product quality (US Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services—Food and Drug Administra-

tion, 2004). Recently, PAT was implemented to monitor critical

quality attributes during CFF processes of biopharmaceutical proteins

(Rolinger et al., 2020; Wasalathanthri et al., 2020; West et al., 2021).

In the case of VLP disassembly, PAT could reveal the effect of

changing liquid phase conditions or impurity levels on diafiltration‐

based disassembly and provide a solution for a data‐based endpoint

detection. A previously developed monitoring setup for diafiltration‐

based VLP reassembly showed high accuracy and revealed detailed

insights into the reassembly process (Rüdt et al., 2019). The im-

plementation of a PAT setup for VLP disassembly could complement

the knowledge gained with insights into the preceding process step

and enable a combination of both technologies, potentially creating

synergies.

This study thus implements a monitoring framework as a PAT

tool for the VLP disassembly using on‐line ultraviolet light (UV)

and light scattering sensors. An existing setup was advanced by

on‐line display of static light scattering (SLS) and by diafiltration

progress monitoring using conductivity and pH. Hepatitis B core

antigen (HBcAg) VLPs were used as non‐enveloped model VLPs

which disassemble into homodimeric HBcAg subunits. They are

widely used, especially as a platform for chimeric VLPs (Karpenko

et al., 2000; Klamp et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2007) and as a

nanocarrier (Petrovskis et al., 2021; Shan et al., 2018; Strods

et al., 2015). The capabilities of the PAT tool concerning the

disassembly of in vivo‐assembled VLPs were evaluated by varia-

tion of the process duration and liquid phase conditions such as

impurity level or salt concentration. The data were further used

to compare simple and more complex control strategies based on

univariate and multivariate data. Multivariate data analysis was

based on ordinary least squares (OLS) and partial least squares

(PLS) regression models.
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2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Chemicals, buffers, and VLPs

The chemicals used in this study were obtained from Merck

KGaA, unless otherwise stated. All buffers and solutions were

prepared with ultrapure water (PURELAB Ultra, ELGA LabWater),

their pH adjusted with 32% HCl or 4 M NaOH (SenTix62 pH

electrode [WTW] and HI 3220 pH meter [Hanna Instruments]),

and filtered with 0.2 µm‐pore size cellulose acetate filters (VWR).

The HBcAg protein used in this study, Cp149, was truncated at its

C‐terminus and thereby contained only the first 149 amino acids

(Zlotnick et al., 1996). Cp149 was heterologously produced in

Escherichia coli as previously described (Hillebrandt et al., 2020).

The plasmid containing the Cp149 genes was kindly provided by

Prof. Adam Zlotnick (Indiana University, USA). The downstream

process consisted of lysis by sonication, capture by precipitation/

re‐dissolution, and purification by diafiltration and multimodal

size‐exclusion chromatography (SEC) as previously described

(Hillebrandt et al., 2021). The final VLP feedstock for this study

was stored at −20°C and contained 3.7 g L−1 Cp149 in feed buffer

(50 mM Tris at pH 7.2). The Cp149 dimer (further referred to as

“dimer”) molecular weight and extinction coefficient at 280 nm

were determined to be 34 kDa and 1.764 L g−1 cm−1, respectively,

both based on the amino acids sequence (Gasteiger et al., 2005).

A disassembly buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris and 3 M urea at pH

8.5 was used as diafiltration buffer. The feedstock NaCl

concentration was adjusted with a 50 mM Tris, 505 mM NaCl

high‐salt buffer at pH 7.2.

2.2 | Filtration and monitoring setup

Diafiltration experiments were performed using a KrosFlo Research

KRIIi CFF unit with backpressure valve (Spectrum Labs). The CFF

system was equipped with a stirred retentate reservoir (Sartorius

Stedim Biotech GmbH) and a 10 kDa molecular weight cut‐off,

88 cm2 Ultracel Pellicon 3 membrane (Merck Millipore). Permeate

flow rate control was implemented using a SLS‐1500 liquid flow

meter (Sensirion AG; note that SLS does not stand for static light

scattering in this case) with feedback to the backpressure valve as

previously described (Hillebrandt et al., 2020). The feed line con-

tained a T‐piece with a septum for at‐line sampling (injection plug,

Fresenius Kabi). A piping and instrumentation diagram of the mon-

itoring setup is shown in Figure 1. It was based on a previously es-

tablished setup (Rüdt et al., 2019) which was extended by several

components. Besides the standard in‐line pressure sensors, in‐line pH

and in‐line conductivity sensors were implemented. In detail, a pH

electrode including flow cell (product number: 18‐1134‐84; GE

Healthcare) was connected to an HI 3220 pH meter (Hanna Instru-

ments) and a conductivity flow cell (product number: 18‐1111‐05)

including a pH/C‐900 monitoring unit (GE Healthcare) which was

connected to a NI USB‐6008 data acquisition device (National In-

struments). On‐line monitoring was performed with a sample loop

F IGURE 1 Piping and instrumentation diagram of the monitoring setup. All devices are connected to a personal computer (not shown to
preserve clarity) with a graphical user interface that allows for the management of digital connections and settings. It further performs data
management that includes recording and storage, supply of actuator controllers with sensor data, and real‐time visualization of sensor data.
Abbreviations: C (first letter) and Cond, conductivity; C (second letter), control; DAD, diode array detector; F, flow; I, indication; LS, light
scattering; O, pH; P, pressure; R, recording; U, multivariable (spectrometry); W, weight
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which was supplied with a constant flow rate setpoint of 1 mLmin−1

using a Minipuls 3 peristaltic pump (Gilson). The flow rate measure-

ment from a second SLS‐1500 flow meter (Sensirion) was the input

for an integral controller that controlled the pump speed via the data

acquisition device to maintain the desired flow rate. A Minisart GF

glass fiber filter (Sartorius Stedim Biotech GmbH) with 0.7 µm2 pore

size was used as a bubble and particle trap to enhance measurement

performance. A Zetasizer Nano ZSP light scattering spectrometer

(Malvern Instruments) with a 10mm path length cuvette (Hellma

Analytics) and a DAD‐3000 RS diode array detector with a 0.4 mm

path length flow cell (both Thermo Fisher Scientific) were im-

plemented as sensors in the on‐line loop. The elements of the on‐line

loop were connected by PEEK capillaries with an inner diameter of

0.75mm whereas the last one in flow direction had an inner diameter

of 0.25mm to increase the backpressure and improve measurement

quality.

2.3 | Diafiltration experiments

The disassembly was performed by constant volume diafiltration of

30mL feed solution into disassembly buffer. The CFF feed and on‐

line loop flow rates were 30 and 1mLmin−1, respectively. The feed

conditions and further process parameters of the disassembly ex-

periments are listed in Table 1. The Cp149 concentration was ad-

justed by dilution with feed buffer based on the 280 nm absorbance

(NanoDrop 2000c; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the Cp149 extinc-

tion coefficient. NaCl concentration and 260 to 280 nm absorbance

ratio (A260/A280) were adjusted by dilution with high‐salt buffer or

less purified feed solution (post capture) instead of feed buffer. The

feed solution was filtered by a 0.2 µm pore size cellulose acetate

syringe filter (VWR). The CFF unit and the on‐line loop were flushed

with feed buffer before the experiment. A detailed description of the

startup procedure can be found elsewhere (Rüdt et al., 2019). The

membrane was cleaned according to the manufacturer's instructions

between experiments. During diafiltration, 0.4 mL samples were ta-

ken at each diafiltration volume (DV), filtered by 0.22 µm pore size

polyvinylidene fluoride Millex‐GV filters (Merck Millipore), and ana-

lyzed by at‐line SEC high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

as previously described (Hillebrandt et al., 2021). Briefly, the mobile

phase was adapted to the composition of the analyzed sample, that

is, the retentate buffer composition at the time of sampling, using

mixtures of feed and disassembly buffer. SEC‐HPLC concentrations

were calculated from the peak areas using Beer's law.

2.4 | Data acquisition, processing, and analysis

All sensors and actuators of the experimental setup were connected

to a computer running a custom‐made MATLAB application

with a graphical user interface (version R2019b; The Mathworks Inc.)

that enabled central data collection, live visualization, and device

control. The latter included the setting of a common time base, start/

stop of acquisitions or actuations, integral control of the on‐line loop

pump, and data supply for the backpressure valve. The time align-

ment of the sensor data was performed by subtracting its delay time

with respect to the retentate reservoir. DV were calculated from the

permeate mass assuming a constant density of 1.045 g cm−3 and

retentate volume of 30mL. The dimer yield was calculated from

the initial Cp149 and final dimer masses which were defined as

the product of at‐line SEC‐HPLC concentrations and the process

volume.

Light scattering data were acquired at 23°C and 173° backscatter

in the Zetasizer's chromatography mode with a measurement dura-

tion (interval) of 10 s. Viscosities and refractive indices were assumed

to be constant and set in the Zetasizer Software (version 7.12;

Malvern Instruments) based on stored values for protein (sample) and

the disassembly buffer composition (dispersant). The laser attenua-

tion was adapted to aim for an SLS intensity in the range between

0.2 × 106 and 1.5 × 106 s−1 and corrected by attenuation factors ac-

cording to the manufacturer's instructions. Smoothing of the re-

corded z‐average hydrodynamic particle diameter (z‐average) was

performed by a moving median with a window of six data

points (~1min).

TABLE 1 Feed conditions and processing parameters of the monitored diafiltration‐based disassembly experiments

Experiment Cp149 conc. (g L−1) Permeate flux (L m−2 h−1) NaCl conc. (mM) A260/A280 (‐) Duration (DV) Seta (‐)

Run 1 0.50 14 0 0.65 6 Cal.

Run 2 1.04 14 0 0.65 6 Val.

Run 3 2.06 14 0 0.65 6 Val.

Run 4 1.01 14 300 0.65 10 (6b) Cal.

Run 5 1.83 14 0 0.74 6 Cal.

Run 6 2.02 24 0 0.65 6 Cal.

aClassification into calibration set and external validation set for regression modeling.

Abbreviations: A260/A280, absorbance ratio 260 to 280 nm; cal., calibration; conc., concentration; DV, diafiltration volumes; val., validation.
bRegression model calibration was performed with data of the first 6 DV.
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UV spectra were recorded in the wavelength range between

240 and 340 nm at a resolution of 1 nm and a frequency setpoint of

1 Hz. The on‐line measured protein concentration was calculated

from the 280 nm absorbance using Beer's law. The a/b ratio (Ragone

et al., 1984) and the location of the minimum near 293 nm (trypto-

phan shift; Mach & Middaugh, 1994) were determined by second

derivative spectroscopy of the recorded spectra. A detailed descrip-

tion of the procedure can be found elsewhere (Ausar et al., 2006;

Rüdt et al., 2019).

2.5 | Regression modeling

Regression models were calibrated for the prediction of dimer con-

centrations from on‐line UV data. PLS modeling was performed in

MATLAB (version R2019b; The Mathworks Inc.) similarly as de-

scribed by Großhans et al. (2018) but without any preprocessing.

Briefly, the data of the first six DV of runs 1 and 4 to 6 (Table 1) were

used for calibration by cross validation (CV) where each run re-

presented one CV group. Repeatedly, one CV group was excluded

and a PLS‐1 regression (SIMPLS algorithm [de Jong, 1993], function

plsregress) was performed with the remaining data until each group

was excluded once. The predictive residual sum of squares (PRESS)

was summed up over all iterations and scaled by the number of

samples and number of latent variables (nLV) (Wold et al., 2001). The

coefficient of determination R2, the cross‐validated coefficient of

determination Q2
CV, and the root mean square error of cross vali-

dation (RMSECV) were calculated according to Wold et al. (2001).

Note that Q2
CV and RMSECV were derived from the accumulated

PRESS. The data of the remaining two runs 2 and 3 (Table 1) were

used as external validation set. Details on the calculation of the

coefficient of determination using the external validation data set

Q2
Ext, and the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) can be

found in Nilsson et al. (1997) and Kessler (2006), respectively. The

workflow for the OLS model was performed identically using two

input variables resulting in a multiple linear model.

Before the calibration of the final PLS model, the nLV of the

model was determined based on the Q2
CV. Therefore, PLS models

were calibrated for 1 ≤ nLV ≤ 9. With increasing nLV, the first model

which resulted in a local Q2
CV maximum above 0.9 was selected. To

further improve the PLS model, an additional variable selection was

performed. Variable selection was optimized using a genetic algo-

rithm (function ga for mixed integer optimization; Deep et al., 2009)

with a population size of 500, similarly as suggested by Andersen and

Bro (2010). The objective was to find a combination of wavelengths

(input or X‐variable of the PLS regression) that results in a minimal

scaled PRESS after calibration by CV, as described above. During the

optimization, the absorbance of each wavelength could either be

included or omitted resulting in varying combinations of wavelengths

generated by the genetic algorithm. For each combination, a PLS

model was calibrated and the scaled PRESS calculated. Note that an

additional UV data set of run 1 was recorded under identical

conditions for regression model calibration as the initial set showed

disturbances, which negatively affected the RMSECV.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A monitoring setup was implemented for the diafiltration‐based

disassembly of Cp149 VLPs which was performed under varying

conditions as listed in Table 1. Briefly, runs 1−3 were performed at

low, medium, and high protein concentration. The feed solution of

run 4 had an elevated salt concentration while run 5 had an elevated

impurity level and protein concentration. Run 6 was performed at a

high protein concentration with a high permeate flux to expose

Cp149 to elevated concentrations at the membrane surface and to

reduce the processing time. Pressures, conductivity, and pH were

monitored in‐line while light scattering and UV spectroscopy were

monitored on‐line. Light scattering spectroscopy allowed for de-

termination of the SLS intensity and the dynamic light scattering

(DLS) z‐average. UV spectroscopy (240−340 nm) allowed for de-

termination of an on‐line measured protein concentration and A260/

A280 as well as for performing second derivative spectroscopy and

regression modeling. As a reference, at‐line SEC‐HPLC was used to

determine the concentrations of Cp149 dimers and high‐molecular

weight species such as Cp149 VLPs and potential aggregates. A de-

tailed investigation of the influence of the conditions on the dimer

yield was out of scope of this study. Yields were approximately be-

tween 0.7 and 0.8 (no scatter correction applied).

3.1 | At‐line monitoring

At‐line SEC‐HPLC analysis was performed as the disassembly reac-

tion was expected to be time‐dependent (Hillebrandt et al., 2021) and

the bias due to continuation of the disassembly reaction after sam-

pling should be minimized. The results are shown in Figure 2 (top

row). Generally, the dimer concentration increases over time and

flattens out toward the end indicating the progress and final stage of

the disassembly reaction, respectively. At the beginning of each run,

higher dimer concentrations were detected for higher total Cp149

concentrations showing that a fraction of the VLPs was already partly

disassembled under the given feed conditions. An exception is run 4

with a feed NaCl concentration of 300mM, which resulted in the

lowest initial dimer concentration followed by a lag phase before its

increase. This lag phase can be attributed to the presence of NaCl

which is mostly depleted during the first few DV. This matter is

further discussed in detail in Section 3.3. All runs reached a dimer

concentration plateau which was arbitrarily defined by a slope

≤0.0013 g L−1min−1. The beginning of each plateau is also highlighted

in Figure 2. Except for run 1, the plateau was reached after 4−5 DV

(fifth to sixth data point, samples were taken at each DV from 0 to 6).

For run 1, the lower feed concentration was most probably the

reason for an earlier decrease of the slope below the threshold.
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As an example, run 4 was continued until 10 DV (Figure S1) and

the dimer concentration decreased slightly during the additional 4

DV. An explanation for this decrease is the sampling for at‐line

analysis and the resulting replacement of the sample volume by

diafiltration buffer which leads to a minimal dilution of the dimers.

During the disassembly reaction, this concentration reduction is su-

perimposed by the formation of dimers.

Run 6 was performed under the same conditions as run 3 but

with a higher permeate flux leading to a 36min processing time re-

duction. Nevertheless, both processes show a similar progression of

the dimer concentration on a DV basis (cf. Figure S1). In the in-

vestigated time frame and under the given conditions, the dis-

assembly progress seems to depend mainly on the degree of buffer

exchange rather than on process time. This observation was also

made during the reassembly process (Rüdt et al., 2019) but is in

contrast to the observed time‐dependence of small scale batch dis-

assembly reactions (Hillebrandt et al., 2021). An explanation for this

observation could be that intensified mixing and shear stress during

the filtration process accelerate the disassembly reaction. However,

these observations and assumptions should be verified in further

studies. Overall, the variation of processing parameters as well as the

variability in the resulting dimer concentration trajectories and levels

enable an evaluation of the monitoring and PAT approaches in a

broad design space.

The median analysis delay is the median duration from sampling

until SEC‐HPLC injection and listed in Table 2. Samples from run 6

were analyzed with the largest median delay of 22.2 min. The higher

permeate flux led to a shorter interval between samplings, which

were conducted at each DV. Due to the fixed analysis duration of the

SEC‐HPLC method queueing of samples was required and resulted in

a larger delay than for other runs. The continuation of the dis-

assembly reaction until analysis theoretically results in an increase of

measured dimer concentration compared with an analysis without

any delay. This effect was considered negligible for this study as the

analysis delay increased and the change in dimer concentration

F IGURE 2 Process data from on‐line monitoring. Each column represents the data of one experiment (compare Table 1). Top row: dimer
concentration (dark blue dots with dotted lines to guide the eye and the beginning of the concentration plateau indicated by a black circle) and
total Cp149 concentration (dark blue crosses) determined by at‐line SEC‐HPLC, on‐line protein concentration (dark blue lines), and on‐line
A260/A280 (light blue lines). Center row: on‐line SLS intensity (dark blue) and on‐line z‐average diameter from DLS measurements (light blue).
The earlier was corrected by the laser attenuation factor according to the manufacturer's instructions and the latter was smoothed by a moving
median with a window of six data points (~ 1min). Bottom row: a/b ratio (dark blue) and wavelength minimum around 293 nm (light blue), both
derived from second derivative spectroscopy. Axis limits were kept constant for all runs to enhance comparability. Another representation can
be found in the Figure S1. Abbreviations: A260/A280, absorbance ratio 260to280 nm; DLS, dynamic light scattering; HPLC, high‐performance
liquid chromatography; SEC, size‐exclusion chromatography; SLS, static light scattering

TABLE 2 Median at‐line analysis delay and its median absolute
deviation in parentheses

Experiment Median analysis delay (min)

Run 1 5.6 (0.2)

Run 2 5.8 (0.4)

Run 3 13.9 (0.2)

Run 4 5.7 (0.2)

Run 5 5.5 (0.2)

Run 6 22.2 (5.3)
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decreased with increasing DV. The samples of all other runs were

analyzed with median delays below 14min. Nevertheless, this ana-

lysis delay can be reduced considerably applying on‐line monitoring.

This example emphasizes the value of the on‐line monitoring ap-

proach proposed in this study. On‐line monitoring is particularly of

interest when processes with high permeate fluxes need to be

characterized as the abovementioned time limitation causes larger

deviations.

3.2 | In‐line monitoring

The in‐line monitoring results are depicted in Figure S2 and discussed

in the Supporting Information Section S1. Briefly, the signals of all

runs showed a similar progression and final values. As expected, a

higher permeate flux resulted in a higher transmembrane pressure

and higher NaCl or nucleic acid (impurity) levels resulted in a higher

conductivity. In summary, the signals allow for a supervision of the

diafiltration progress and performance. This monitoring approach

enables an identification of deviations of the diafiltration buffer or

feed. The buffer exchange is monitored directly by measuring actual

retentate properties and is not estimated indirectly through DV

which are usually based on influent (diafiltration buffer) and/or ef-

fluent (permeate) quantification.

3.3 | On‐line monitoring

Figure 2 also shows the on‐line monitoring results of the CFF pro-

cesses. The on‐line measured protein concentration and the at‐line

measured total Cp149 concentration were in good agreement and

decreased over time. Both concentrations were determined using the

respective 280 nm absorbance. Besides Cp149 dimers and VLPs, host

cell nucleic acids and proteins contribute to the measured absor-

bance. The depletion of these impurities throughout the process

leads to a decrease of the measured absorbance and thereby con-

centration. Using the absorbance for concentration determination of

VLP‐containing solutions furthermore leads to an overestimation due

to the light scattering of VLPs. The decreasing VLP concentration

(increasing dimer concentration) due to the disassembly leads to a

reduced light scattering contribution to the absorbance over time. In

this study, no scatter‐correction was applied to the on‐line or at‐line

absorbances but this is recommended if absolute concentration va-

lues are desired (e.g., see Porterfield & Zlotnick, 2010). For the at‐line

dimer concentration as the target variable, an overestimation due to

light scattering was considered to be negligible because of the low

molecular weight of the dimers. The stepwise decrease of the on‐line

measured protein concentration results from the abovementioned

replacement of sample volume by diafiltration buffer. Other potential

factors that could contribute to the decreasing total protein con-

centration are adsorption to the membrane, aggregation and removal

by the measurement loop in‐line filter, or undesired dilution due to

higher diafiltration buffer inflow than permeate outflow. These

factors were considered to play only a minor role under the in-

vestigated experimental conditions but the presented setup could

enable the investigation of their influence in process optimization or

characterization studies. It has to be noted that a change of the

protein's UV absorption behavior due to the increasing urea con-

centration is expected but was not considered in this study.

As for the nature of the at‐line Cp149 concentration and on‐line

protein concentration measurements, both are biased by UV‐active

impurities encapsulated in or bound to the VLPs. However, compared

with the on‐line measurement, the at‐line SEC‐HPLC measurement

excludes impurities in solution which are smaller than dimers and are

not bound to the dimers. The depletion of these small impurities

throughout the diafiltration process explains the decreasing differ-

ences of on‐line and at‐line measured concentrations over time. The

initially higher on‐line measured protein concentration might also be

enhanced by a lag of the diafiltration buffer inflow during the CFF

startup leading to a concentration increase (feed sample was taken

before the CFF start). Regarding the samples taken at 6 DV, the

maximum observed deviation between the two measurements was

0.07 g L−1 in run 5. The on‐line measured protein concentration is

therefore an accurate representation of the total Cp149 concentra-

tion by at‐line SEC‐HPLC during the final phase of the investigated

experiments.

The A260/A280 is an indicator for the nucleic acid content, in

this case the impurity level, of a protein solution but is also expected

to be influenced by light scattering of VLPs (Porterfield &

Zlotnick, 2010) and the urea concentration (Hillebrandt et al., 2021).

For run 5, the feed solution was spiked with less purified VLP solution

and the highest initial A260/A280 of 0.74 was observed (Figure 2).

For all experiments, the A260/A280 decreased to final values be-

tween 0.58 and 0.59, independently of the dimer concentration, in-

itial impurity level, or NaCl concentration. Therefore, the A260/A280

could serve as a simple lumped quality indicator for the nucleic acid

removal and disassembly progress or for the nucleic acid removal

only if a scatter correction is applied. While the former approach only

requires a bivariate UV signal, the latter requires at least three wa-

velengths (Porterfield & Zlotnick, 2010; Rolinger et al., 2020).

The SLS intensity of all experiments decreased with proceeding

disassembly (Figure 2). When VLPs disassemble, this behavior is ex-

pected as the light scattering intensity decreases linearly with the

particle concentration and with the sixth power of the particle dia-

meter (Bohren & Huffman, 2004). For human papillomavirus VLPs,

this behavior was previously observed in small‐scale batch experi-

ments (Mach et al., 2006). Cp149 VLPs are spherical particles with a

diameter of approximately 30 nm and mainly consist of 240 dimers

(Newman et al., 2003; Wynne et al., 1999). The absolute values of the

SLS intensity show the same trend as the Cp149 total concentration

reflecting the concentration‐dependence.

The z‐average describes the intensity‐weighted harmonic mean

of the particle size determined by DLS (Thomas, 1987). Compared

with the SLS intensity, the recorded z‐average is rather constant with

more noise or oscillation (Figure 2). Runs 1, 2, 4, and 5 show a de-

crease of the z‐average during the initial 50 min. As the z‐average
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determination by DLS relies on the Stokes−Einstein equation, it is

sensitive to changes of the solvent viscosity (Thomas, 1987). The

viscosity for the DLS measurements was set to the theoretical value

of the urea‐containing diafiltration buffer which had a higher visc-

osity than the feed buffer. Therefore, the initial z‐average is over-

estimated and a decrease with increasing buffer exchange is

expected. After 4 DV of diafiltration, corresponding to 33min for run

6 and 57min for runs 1−5, ideal buffer exchange leads to a compo-

sition with 98% diafiltration buffer (Kurnik et al., 1995). Therefore,

only a minor viscosity change is expected toward the end of the

process. Run 1 resulted in a final z‐average of 24 nm, all other runs

show final z‐averages larger than 30 nm. In a previous work, HBcAg

VLPs similar to Cp149 VLPs were disassembled using urea and re-

sulted in subunits with 6 nm diameter (Lee & Tan, 2008). According to

the abovementioned definitions of the z‐average and light scattering

intensity, even a small number of large particles in a polydisperse

solution lead to a higher z‐average than the size of the dominating

species (Hassan et al., 2015; Stetefeld et al., 2016). In the case of VLP

disassembly, the presence of aggregates or VLPs at the end of the

disassembly leads to a higher z‐average than the hydrodynamic dia-

meter of the subunits, such as Cp149 dimers. The generally higher

level of the z‐average at higher protein concentrations might indicate

a concentration‐dependent aggregation tendency of Cp149 VLPs.

Runs 1−5 show a z‐average increase toward the end which could

indicate aggregation. This increase was not observed for run 6, which

was performed in less time. An increased aggregation tendency for

longer processing time was similarly observed for the diafiltration‐

based reassembly using a similar monitoring setup (Rüdt et al., 2019).

Another observation from that study was a z‐average decrease for

even longer processing times due to the retention of large aggregates

by the measurement loop in‐line filter. This behavior was also ob-

served during the extended diafiltration of run 4 as shown in

Figure S1. The underestimation of the z‐average by DLS due to

convective flow (Leung et al., 2006) was considered negligible for

Cp149 VLPs and dimers due to the low flow rate. For a more detailed

discussion, see Rüdt et al. (2019). In summary, the z‐average showed

to be not suitable for monitoring of the disassembly reaction but for

monitoring of aggregation toward the end of the diafiltration‐based

disassembly process.

Second derivative UV spectroscopy was used to monitor changes

in the microenvironment of tyrosine and tryptophan residues of

Cp149 by determining the a/b ratio and the location of the minimum

near 293 nm, respectively. An increasing a/b ratio indicates an in-

creasing polarity of the microenvironment of tyrosine residues

(Ragone et al., 1984) while a blue shift of the tryptophan band cor-

relates to increasing polarity surrounding tryptophan residues (Mach

& Middaugh, 1994). The microenvironment of amino acid residues

buried within the protein (core) is regarded as non‐polar compared

with solvent‐exposed residues. In previous works, second derivative

UV spectroscopy was employed to monitor the disassembly of

Norwalk VLPs (Ausar et al., 2006) and the reassembly of chimeric

variants of Cp149 (Rüdt et al., 2019). In the latter, the increased

surrounding polarity of certain tyrosine and tryptophan residues of

HBcAg in the assembled state was attributed to their involvement in

the VLP formation and the slope of the a/b ratio was identified as

indicator for the assembly rate. Compared with those results, the

disassembly experiments in this study showed inversed trends of the

a/b ratio and the tryptophan band shift which is expected as the

disassembly is the opposite reaction. The a/b ratio increased during

all experiments and showed a similar curve shape over time as the

dimer concentration (Figure 2) while the progression of the second

derivative minimum around 293 nm (tryptophan band) was inversed.

This indicates that the UV data contains information about the (dis‐)

assembly state of the VLPs. For runs 4 and 5, both values were

approximately constant for the first 13 and 7min, respectively. The

initial conductivity in both runs, which is assumed to reflect the ionic

strength to some extent, was higher due to the presence of NaCl in

run 4 and nucleic acids in run 5. A higher ionic strength is known to

stabilize the assembled state of Cp149 VLPs (Ceres & Zlotnick, 2002;

Singh & Zlotnick, 2003). The higher VLP stability is supported by

slower dimer concentration increase (slower disassembly) for run 4

compared with run 2 which was performed with the same initial

protein concentration. Comparing run 5 with run 3 which were

performed at a similar initial protein concentration but different im-

purity levels, both resulted in similar dimer concentration trajectories.

The reason for that is most probably the low temporal resolution of

the at‐line analysis leading to the inability of detecting short‐term

changes. Interestingly, when comparing the initial and final dimer

concentrations with the corresponding absolute a/b ratios, both

quantities show a similar trend supporting their causal relationship.

The similar a/b ratios of the runs 3 and 6 support the observation of

similar dimer concentration profiles elaborated in Section 3.1. The

capability to identify the dis‐ and reassembly state on‐line with a high

temporal resolution and without any prior calibration makes second

derivative UV spectroscopy a valuable monitoring tool.

3.4 | Endpoint detection (process control)

The diafiltration‐based VLP disassembly process requires a timely

termination to avoid process‐related product damage, for example

due to extended exposure to shear forces or to elevated con-

centrations at the membrane surface. From an economic perspective,

a timely termination is also desirable, for example to reduce buffer

consumption or processing time. Especially since the disassembly

reaction was observed to depend on liquid phase conditions rather

than on time, a product‐based monitoring is preferred over a simple

time‐ or DV‐based process termination decision. Two different

methods were applied to detect the endpoint of the diafiltration‐

based disassembly process. The first was based on the results from

second derivative UV spectroscopy (Section 3.3) which clearly in-

dicated that the spectral data contain information on the disassembly

reaction. Therefore, regression models were calibrated to directly

correlate (latent) information in the on‐line UV data to the dimer

concentration. Once the models are calibrated, the dimer con-

centration can be traced without any additional at‐line or off‐line
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analysis. One can then simply decide for a termination of the process

based on the predicted concentration, for example when the slope

falls below a predefined threshold. The second method was im-

plemented to eliminate the need for previous at‐line or off‐line

analyses. It simply uses univariate UV or SLS data to detect threshold

values that correspond to the beginning of the plateau dimer

concentration.

3.4.1 | Regression models

Regression models were calibrated by CV as described in Section 2.5.

The runs for the calibration data set were selected manually as listed

in Table 1. The selection was based on principal component analysis

score plots aiming for a representative distribution of all occurring

score values (data not shown).

Variable selection

Two PLS models (Models A and B) and one OLS model (Model C) were

calibrated. Input data for the calibration were absorbances of either full

recorded spectra (240−340nm, Model A), a wavelength selection based

on a genetic algorithm (Model B), or two individual wavelengths (Model

C). After the optimal nLV was determined to be 3 using full spectra

(cf. Model A), variable selection was carried out using the described

genetic algorithm approach. It aimed to improve the model by selecting a

set of wavelengths that achieves the best CV results. As the genetic

algorithm is based on random number generation, the optimization was

performed 10 times and the selections of each wavelength were accu-

mulated. The number of genetic algorithm selections for each recorded

wavelength are shown in Figure 3. For the sake of interpretation, the

regression coefficients of Model A (nLV=3) are also shown in Figure 3.

Here, a high absolute value of a coefficient indicates a high relevance of

the corresponding wavelength to the model. The extreme points (highest

absolute values) of the regression coefficients are close to the most se-

lected wavelengths by the genetic algorithm. This indicates that the PLS

calibration algorithm optimized the model by considering similar wave-

length regions important. However, the genetic algorithm approach al-

lows to remove wavelengths that may contain irrelevant or unreliable

information before the final PLS Model B is calibrated to achieve a better

prediction (Andersen & Bro, 2010). The most selected regions (genetic

algorithm) coincide to some extent with characteristic absorption peaks of

the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan (Hansen

et al., 2013). This supports the found qualitative correlation of a/b ratio

and second derivative minimum near 293 nm with the disassembly

(Section 3.3). As neighboring variables in spectral data are usually highly

correlated (Andersen & Bro, 2010), groups of wavelengths around the

most selected regions (genetic algorithm) were manually selected to ca-

librate Model B and are highlighted in Figure 3. In contrast to the genetic

algorithm results, omitting the wavelengths 240 and 241 nm improved

the RMSECV and the RMSEP (data not shown). At these lower wave-

lengths in the mid‐UV range, the peptide bond and cysteine residues

contribute considerably to the absorption of proteins (Hansen

et al., 2013). Therefore, the absorbance in this region might rather re-

present the overall protein concentration than the disassembly state.

Diode array detectors for acquisition of UV spectra are not com-

monly available or implemented in current manufacturing facilities of

biopharmaceuticals. Inspired by the results of a recent study (Rolinger

et al., 2021), the feasibility of a simple regression model based on only

two individual wavelengths was evaluated. Therefore, an OLS regression

model was calibrated using the calibration procedure as described in

Section 2.5. The selection of the two wavelengths was achieved by ca-

librating a preliminary PLS model using full spectra and an nLV=2. The

resulting regression coefficients are shown in Figure 3. Interestingly, the

regression coefficients are similar to ones using an nLV=3 but shifted to

higher wavelengths. The two wavelengths required to calibrate Model C

were then chosen from the local extreme values of these regression

coefficients of the preliminary nLV=2 model. As mentioned above, wa-

velengths with higher absolute regression coefficients show a stronger

contribution to the model, and neighboring UV wavelengths are usually

highly correlated due to the nature of UV light absorption. Therefore, it

was assumed that the data at wavelengths with extreme points in the

regression coefficients are sufficient for an adequate prediction. Among

the three extreme values, the best combination of two wavelengths was

284 and 309nm (data not shown) and is marked in Figure 3.

Calibration and prediction

Figure 4 shows the predictions of the dimer concentration using the

three regression models (A, B, and C). The results for each model are

divided into the runs used for calibration and external runs as

F IGURE 3 Variable selection by genetic algorithm and PLS
regression coefficients. Both methods were performed with the full
recorded wavelength range from 240 to 340 nm. Left axis (dark blue):
Number of selections for an nLV = 3 PLS model by the genetic
algorithm after 10 evaluations. Right axis (light blue): PLS regression
coefficients for Model A (nLV = 3) and the preliminary model with an
nLV = 2. The two wavelength ranges that were selected for Model B
are highlighted in gray. The two wavelengths that were selected for
Model C are indicated by black circles. Abbreviations: (n)LV, (number
of) latent variables; PLS, partial least squares
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independent validation set. Table 3 lists the characteristics of the

model calibration and validation. In general, all models were cali-

brated successfully resulting in R2 values above 0.980 and Q2
CV va-

lues from 0.905 to 0.976. For the external validation set, Q2
Ext values

were in the range of the calibration values, indicating a strong pre-

dictive power of the models.

Regarding Model A, the progressions of the dimer concentration

were well predicted by the model as shown in Figure 4. This also

applies to the external validation set in which the maximum RMSEP

occurred in run 3 with 0.064 g L−1 (Table S1). Most of the feed

samples (0 min) were predicted less accurately than samples during

the later stages. This can be expected as the feed samples vary most

in their composition, for example in salt concentration or impurity

profile. Throughout the diafiltration process, buffer exchange leads to

a higher similarity of the samples, which are then mainly differing in

dimer concentration. Additionally, the larger fraction of samples with

rather constant conditions at the end of the process inherently leads

to a stronger weighting of theses samples during calibration.

Nevertheless, this behavior is desirable as an accurate prediction of

these samples is required for a process termination decision.

Compared with Model A, the variable selection applied before

the calibration of Model B improved the RMSECV by 0.051 g L−1

F IGURE 4 Calibration and external validation of regression models. Symbols represent reference measurements of the dimer concentration
by at‐line SEC‐HPLC and continuous lines represent the model predictions based on the on‐line UV absorbance measurements. (a)−(c) represent
the predictions of the models A, B, and C, respectively. Abbreviations: DV, diafiltration volume; HPLC, high‐performance liquid chromatography;
SEC, size‐exclusion chromatography; UV, ultraviolet light
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(48%). This was, along with R2, Q2
CV, and Q2

Ext, the best of the three

models. In comparison with Model B, other recent UV‐based PLS

models (Rolinger et al., 2021; Rüdt et al., 2019; Zobel‐Roos

et al., 2017) achieved comparable R2 and Q2
CV with 0.995−0.999

and 0.984−0.999, respectively. In accordance with the lower

RMSECV, the calibration set was predicted more accurately. This

improvement was most pronounced toward the end of run 5, which

had a higher impurity level of the feed solution. A potential ex-

planation is that some impurities were not depleted throughout the

diafiltration and led to a less accurate prediction by Model A. The

variable selection applied for Model B then leads to a focus on

spectral regions that allow for a prediction less biased by the im-

purities. The predictions of the external validation set were on

average improved whereas the RMSEP decreased by 0.016 g L−1 for

run 3 and increased by 0.005 g L−1 for run 2 (Table S1).

Model C was calibrated and applied using only two wavelengths.

Regardless of the strong reduction of input data, the predictions were

comparable with or only slightly less accurate than Model A. These

remarkable results are assumed to arise from the combination of the

selected wavelengths. The first, 284 nm, is close to 280 nm, which is

considered as the peak of the lumped absorption of aromatic amino

acids and therefore commonly used for protein concentration de-

termination. At the second wavelength of 309 nm, the UV absorption

of proteins is considerably lower and light scattering contributes in-

creasingly to the overall absorbance. This is supported by similar

curve shapes of the on‐line 309 nm absorbance (cf. Section 3.4.2) and

the SLS intensity. The latter coincides with the disassembly progress

as shown in Section 3.3. Therefore, it is assumed that Model C

combines the information on concentration and degree of dis-

assembly from the input data to predict the dimer concentration.

Overall, the results indicate that regression models are capable of

predicting the dimer concentration at varying protein concentrations

and liquid phase conditions, namely salt concentration and impurity

level. The accurate prediction of the dimer concentration progress,

especially toward the end of the process, enables an accurate end-

point detection. As quenching the VLP disassembly reaction is not

easily possible, on‐line UV monitoring in conjunction with PLS models

is furthermore a valuable tool to characterize diafiltration‐based

disassembly in process development.

Application for detection

Data of Model B were used to demonstrate a potential endpoint

detection approach as a stagnating dimer concentration indicates the

endpoint of the disassembly reaction. Therefore, first derivatives of

the predicted dimer concentrations were approximated by calculating

the difference using a backward‐oriented moving window of ~1min

corresponding to 50 data points. A larger window usually leads to

lower noise but also to a larger detection delay. The results are

shown in Figure 5 together with the at‐line measured dimer con-

centration for comparison. The ideal process endpoint was defined as

the beginning of the at‐line dimer concentration plateau which was

defined by a slope ≤0.0013 g L−1 min−1. This slope was also used as a

threshold for the endpoint detection based on the predicted dimer

concentration. To avoid unintended triggering during the startup

phase, the detection was activated only after 10min. For a technical

process implementation, this activation is suggested to be based on

the conductivity and/or pH signal. The detected endpoints are also

shown in Figure 5. In all runs, the derivative increased to a global

maximum and then decreased non‐monotonically. Besides high fre-

quency noise, the derivative showed distinct valleys which resulted

from the abovementioned concentration decrease caused by sam-

pling for at‐line analysis. These small but rapid concentration changes

lead to more pronounced disturbances in the first derivative signals.

To enable an automated endpoint detection without additional data

processing, the endpoint detection was disabled for 4 min after each

sampling to avoid unintended triggering. In an industrial setting, the

sample volume would be much smaller in relation to the retentate

volume and the disturbance of the UV signal by sampling is expected

to be negligible.

Except for run 6, deviations of the detected endpoint from the

beginning of the dimer concentration plateau were 12min at most

with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 9 min and within ±1 DV. No

endpoint was detected in run 6 as the lowest derivative was just

above (0.5 × 10−3 g L−1 min−1) the threshold value. The threshold

would be reached using a lower window for the approximate deri-

vative which led, however, to unsatisfying noise reduction for other

runs (data not shown). Based on this single example, using universal

data processing parameters is not suggested for varying permeate

fluxes. It has to be noted that the plateau onset itself was identified

based on the discrete samples with an interval of ~14min (~7min for

run 6) and should be regarded as an approximation. The discretization

by sampling (at each DV) mathematically leads to an underestimation

of the dimer concentration slope while the use of a threshold value

potentially detects the plateau onset too late. This also demonstrates

the advantage of an automated endpoint detection based on con-

tinuously acquired on‐line data: decisions can be made faster and are

not limited to the sampling interval. The limited accuracy of the

plateau onset has to be considered when evaluating the reliability of

TABLE 3 Results of the calibration by
cross validation (CV) and external
validation (Ext) of the three regression
models A, B, and C

Model Wavelengths (nm) nLV (‐) R2 (‐) RMSECV (g L−1) Q2
CV (‐) Q2

Ext (‐)

A 240−340 3 0.985 0.106 0.909 0.955

B 246−281, 291−302 3 0.990 0.055 0.976 0.963

C 284, 309 2 0.981 0.067 0.964 0.948

Note: The models were calibrated with absorbance data of different wavelengths regions as listed.

Abbreviations: nLV, number of latent variables; RMSECV, root mean square error of cross validation.
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the endpoint detection approaches, so that an endpoint detection

within ±1 DV of the plateau onset was considered as reliable in this

study. In this regard, the process endpoint was successfully detected

for runs 1−5 while the signal was only close to the threshold value in

run 6. However, the run‐to‐run variability in a fully developed and

established process should be much lower than the conditions

screened in this study. Together with a fine tuning of the detection

parameters, an even improved performance of the detection ap-

proaches can be expected.

3.4.2 | Univariate approaches

Besides the regression models, two calibration‐free approaches were

theoretically investigated for their ability to detect the process end-

point. The first approach was chosen based on the observed visual

correlation between the SLS intensity and the dimer concentration.

The second approach was chosen based on the expected light scat-

tering contribution to the 309 nm absorbance and its good perfor-

mance as input parameter for Model C. As the SLS intensity

decreases due to the disassembly of VLP, a derivative approximating

zero indicates the end of the disassembly reaction. Therefore, first

derivatives of SLS intensity and 309 nm absorbance were approxi-

mated as described in Section “Application for detection” using a

moving difference with a window of 19 data points (~3min) and 50

data points (~1min), respectively. The results are also shown in

Figure 5. For both approaches and all runs, the derivative decreased

to a global minimum and then increased non‐monotonically. Com-

pared with the SLS measurements at 633 nm, the 309 nm absorbance

is more sensitive to changes in the protein concentration due to

absorption and a higher SLS intensity according to the Rayleigh ap-

proximation. Consequently, the distinct disturbances (valleys) after

sampling were more pronounced for the 309 nm absorbance. As the

direction of these disturbances did not interfere with the automated

endpoint detection, a deactivation after sampling is not required in

this case.

For each of the two derivatives, a common threshold value for all

runs was required to trigger the endpoint detection. Thus, a grid

search was performed to minimize the distances between the de-

tected times and the corresponding beginning of the dimer con-

centration plateau. Briefly, 1000 evenly spaced threshold values were

generated between the lowest derivative value at a plateau onset and

the highest derivative value of run 6. The latter was required to

enable a detection in all runs as the maximum derivative values of run

6 were lower than for the other runs. The threshold values which

achieved the lowest RMSE between the detected times and the

plateau onset were −0.1544 µs−1 min−1 with an RMSE of 10min for

SLS intensity and −0.02mAU min−1 with an RMSE of 7min for

309 nm absorbance. Both RMSEs were comparable with the detec-

tion based on the predicted dimer concentrations (RMSE of 9min)

F IGURE 5 Endpoint detection. Left axis (dark blue): dimer concentration by at‐line SEC‐HPLC with dotted lines to guide the eye and the
beginning of the concentration plateau indicated by a black circle. Right axis (light blue): approximate first derivative of the predicted dimer
concentration by Model B (top), the SLS intensity (middle), and the absorbance at 309 nm (bottom) calculated by a moving difference with a
window of ~1, ~3, and ~1min, respectively. Horizontal lines indicate the threshold value for endpoint detection. For exceptions to triggering at
the threshold value, see Section 3.4. Vertical lines indicate the detected endpoint according to the sensor signals predicted dimer concentration,
SLS intensity, and 309 nm absorbance. Abbreviations: Abs, absorbance; conc., concentration; HPLC, high‐performance liquid chromatography; I,
SLS intensity; SEC, size‐exclusion chromatography; SLS, static light scattering; t, time
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and resulted in predominantly similar detections (Figure 5). Except for

run 1, the detected SLS‐based endpoints deviate maximum 9min and

±1 DV from the beginning of the plateau. For run 1, the early de-

tection resulted from a local maximum of the derivative. Due to the

generally lower concentration in run 1, concentration changes due to

sampling have a greater impact on the SLS intensity potentially

leading to the local maximum. Using the 309 nm absorbance resulted

in an improved endpoint detection for run 1 and similar or slightly

less accurate detections for the other runs. All deviations were below

10min and within ±1 DV of the plateau onset. The assumed com-

bination of UV absorption and scattering seems less sensitive to

disturbances which is also reflected in less noise apart from the

sampling‐related disturbances. This is particularly beneficial as it

enables rapid and simple process control with a standard UV sensor.

The latest/least detection for run 6 is in accordance with the results

based on the predicted dimer concentrations (Section “Application

for detection”). This raises the question if this trend originates from

an underlying minor time dependence of the disassembly reaction

which cannot be resolved by at‐line analysis or from a non‐optimized

data processing and detection algorithm for higher permeate fluxes.

As stated in Section 3.1, this would be interesting to investigate in

further studies. Similarly to the regression model, the univariate ap-

proaches reliably detected the end of the disassembly for a range of

product concentrations and liquid phase conditions demonstrating its

applicability. When changing the permeate flux, an additional de-

tection parameter adjustment might be beneficial.

3.4.3 | Industrial considerations and potential

From an industrial perspective, the implementation would include

model/control robustness testing with regard to run‐to‐run variability

and hardware implementation at a larger scale. Robustness testing for

the range of manufacturing specifications in terms of protein con-

centration, buffer pH and concentration, and other process para-

meters would be performed to assess the performance of the

implemented model/control at the edge of the design space. The

present study already demonstrates the capabilities of the developed

framework under a range of conditions and provides the groundwork

for this robustness testing. As shown above, a considerable mon-

itoring and control is enabled by the UV absorbance measurement at

one or two wavelengths; thus a standard UV sensor would be suf-

ficient hardware for implementation. Currently commercially avail-

able pilot and process scale CFF units usually contain a UV sensor in

the permeate line (e.g., ÄKTA UniFlux/readyflux (XL) by Cytiva, Co-

gent by Merck Millipore, KrosFlo KMPi/KTF by Repligen, and Sar-

toflow 1000/4500 by Sartorius Stedim Biotech). In‐line variable

pathlength UV absorbance measurements have been shown to per-

form well in the CFF retentate (Rolinger et al., 2020) for processes

with high protein concentrations. Since VLPs are usually processed at

much lower concentrations, in‐line UV monitoring in the retentate

should be possible with standard equipment and a low degree of

customization. In‐line measurements further provide continuous data

over process time without any additional delays often caused by off‐

line measurements.

The developed framework aligns well with the demands for the

Quality by Design approach suggested regulatory authorities, which

aims for a knowledge‐based development of processes, cf. Q11 and

Q8(R2) guidelines (ICH Expert Working Group, 2009, 2012). The

implementation of multiple sensors enables tracing of disassembly

trajectories under varying liquid phase and processing conditions.

Furthermore, meaningful and reliable sensors to control critical

quality attributes can be identified during the development phase.

This knowledge can aid in decision‐making during manufacturing

process development and operation. Overall, the presented approach

would enable a larger design space of processes and thereby en-

hanced manufacturing flexibility (ICH Expert Working Group, 2012).

4 | CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a process monitoring framework consisting of in‐line,

on‐line, and at‐line analysis was implemented to investigate the

diafiltration‐based disassembly of HBcAg VLPs. The framework

provides data on multiple characteristics simultaneously such as fil-

tration performance, liquid phase conditions (diafiltration progress),

and product properties. For the latter, regression models in combi-

nation with on‐line UV spectra accurately predicted the dimer (VLP

subunit) concentration in the CFF unit. Univariate UV and SLS signals

were also identified as qualitative indicators of disassembly progress.

Here, the 309 nm absorbance and simple mathematical operations

were utilized to successfully detect the endpoint of the diafiltration‐

based disassembly. It was concluded that the 309 nm absorbance

combines UV absorption and light scattering and therefore indicates

a combination of protein properties such as concentration and par-

ticle size. Another interesting process‐related observation was that a

reduction in processing time did not result in a slower disassembly,

although this should be confirmed by further research.

The presented framework closes the gap in process monitoring

between capture/purification and reassembly for VLP processes that

are based on dis‐ and reassembly. It therefore forms the basis for an

end‐to‐end PAT approach for VLP downstream processing. In future,

the developed monitoring framework could be applied to other non‐

enveloped VLPs, for example derived from papillomaviruses or Nor-

walk viruses. Changes in SLS intensity and UV spectra due to dis-

assembly are also known for these VLPs, which makes a successful

transfer likely. The presented combination of diafiltration and on‐line

monitoring of product properties might also be beneficial for other

biochemical reactions such as inclusion body solubilization and re-

folding. Overall, the varying complexity of the developed PAT ap-

proaches enables potential applications in various fields, ranging from

reaction analysis over process development to manufacturing. Re-

garding current regulatory initiatives such as Quality by Design, this

broad complexity scale is particularly beneficial. Complex experi-

mental setups, equipment, and models facilitate a thorough process

characterization and the identification of viable signals for process
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control. This prior knowledge enables the implementation of simple

and efficient monitoring and control at manufacturing scale.
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